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Flexibility From Distributed
Multienergy Systems
BY GIANFRANCO CHICCO , Fellow IEEE, SHARIQ RIAZ, Member IEEE, ANDREA MAZZA , Member IEEE,
AND PIERLUIGI MANCARELLA , Senior Member IEEE
ABSTRACT | Multienergy systems (MES), in which multiple
energy vectors are integrated and optimally operated, are key
assets in low-carbon energy systems. Multienergy interactions
of distributed energy resources via different energy networks
generate the so-called distributed MES (DMES). While it is now
well recognized that DMES can provide power system flexibility
by shifting across different energy vectors, it is essential to
have a systematic discussion on the main features of such
flexibility. This article presents a comprehensive overview of
DMES modeling and characterization of flexibility applications.
The concept of “multienergy node” is introduced to extend
the power node model, used for electrical flexibility, in the
multienergy case. A general definition of DMES flexibility is
given, and a general mathematical and graphical modeling
framework, based on multidimensional maps, is formulated to
describe the operational characteristics of individual MES and
aggregate DMES, including the role of multienergy networks in
enabling or constraining flexibility. Several tutorial examples
are finally presented with illustrative case studies on current
and future DMES practical applications.
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I. I N T R O D U C T I O N
A. General Context
The historical transition toward low-carbon power and
energy systems is primarily based on the integration of
renewable energy sources (RESs), low-carbon technologies
(LCTs), and distributed energy resources (DERs), and is
bringing unprecedented challenges to system operation.
Among others, there are major flexibility challenges that
are linked to operating a system with large shares of vari-
able and partly unpredictable RES and DER [1], [2]. There
have always been requirements for flexibility in power
systems, for example, to deal with balancing demand
and peak times. However, the supply–demand operational
variability and uncertainty affecting both current and
future systems are much greater [3], [4] and the tra-
ditional providers of flexibility, e.g., conventional power
plants such as combined cycle and open-cycle gas turbines,
diesel generators, and so on, are being displaced due
to commercial or environmental reasons. New means to
provide flexibility are therefore needed, while some of
the flexible LCT, for example, batteries, may still be rela-
tively expensive or inadequate, depending on the specific
requirements.
In the same context of energy decarbonization, mul-
tienergy systems (MES) [5], in which multiple energy
vectors (such as electric heat, cooling, gas, hydrogen, etc.)
are optimally integrated and operated, are now generally
recognized to be key to delivering affordable and reliable
low-carbon energy systems, particularly in the light of
increasing whole-system energy efficiency and enabling
whole-system decarbonization [6]. In addition to the gen-
eral interest in MES to decarbonize the whole energy sector
(beyond electricity) at a lower cost via energy systems
integration, further benefits are arising from multienergy
0018-9219 © 2020 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of DMES as an aggregation of multiple MES,
illustrating the scalability of the concept at multiple aggregation
levels.
vector system operation. In this respect, MES exhibit an
exceptional potential to unlock value somehow hidden
when considering only electricity, and access new forms
of flexibility, particularly on the demand side, which,
as aforementioned, may be essential in RES-based energy
systems [7]. In particular, as several major multienergy
interactions take place through DER and involve mul-
tiple energy networks, there is a great interest in and
potential flexibility options arising from distributed MES
(DMES). A DMES is defined as composed of multiple local
MES plants interconnected through multienergy networks
(see Fig. 1). Modeling a DMES requires an active view
of the different plant components introduced earlier, their
connections, and the energy conversions and conditioning
that occur inside the system. The DMES concept is com-
pletely scalable, as the local MES could already represent
the aggregation of several other systems, for example,
a factory or a town, depending on the resolution and
purpose of the study. As will be widely explored here,
and from the authors’ extensive previous work in this
area, DMES flexibility may, for example, refer to the
possibility of accessing relatively cheap forms of storage
(e.g., from thermal inertia in “smart buildings” [8], [9] or
thermal storage (TS) that enables the optimal operation
of “smart districts” and “smart communities” [10], [11]),
enabling more flexible operation and planning of
distributed multigeneration plants [12]–[14], allowing
advanced active network management via “power-to-
heat” [15], [16] or “power-to-gas” [17], [18] options, and
so on.
B. Power System Flexibility
Power system flexibility, particularly looking at the
potential contribution from the demand side and DER,
can be broadly defined as “the technical ability of a sys-
tem to regulate the power exchange with the (electricity)
grid” [19]. A more detailed but still broad definition is pro-
vided in [7], where flexibility is defined as the “ability of a
system to provide a secure and economical supply–demand
balance across spatial and temporal scales, by leveraging
and seamlessly coordinating various controllable assets.”
Furthermore, focusing on the technical aspects of flexibil-
ity, it may useful to distinguish between two forms of flexi-
bility, namely, steady-state and dynamic flexibility, whereby
steady-state flexibility is associated with the ability to oper-
ate within certain feasible operating regions (FORs) based
on steady-state constraints [20], while dynamic flexibility
also introduces temporal aspects and constraints (basically
related to how fast a new operating point (OP) can be
reached, for how long the operation can be sustained, and
what is the notice time to carry out the action) [20], [21].
The modeling presented in [22] through the so-called
“flexibility triad” noticeably addresses temporal aspects
(though not addressing the notice time issue), linking,
in particular, the duration of service to be provided with
energy availability and constraints (for instance, in energy
storage). In [23], the flexibility a power system could
deploy some time steps later than a given time is character-
ized by using flexibility envelopes or cones. The milestone
paper [19] outlines key aspects of power system flexibility
in the context of aggregation, by using Minkowski sum-
mation to build a graphical polytope representation of the
flexibility available from multiple aggregated resources,
looking at the capacity-ramp-energy flexibility triplet from
the abovementioned data [22]. On the other hand, a key
aspect that has not been sufficiently studied is the role
of networks, in terms of both enabling flexibility and
constraining flexibility. In this respect, Wang et al. [20]
discuss the importance of electricity network constraints
in redefining the FORs of an aggregation of DER. How-
ever, in none of those works, there is an apprecia-
tion for modeling and the role of multienergy resources
and MES, a definition of multienergy flexibility, and the
potential for DMES to provide flexibility to the power
system.
C. Multienergy System Flexibility
The authors first defined what is effectively electricity
grid flexibility from DMES in [12] through the concept
of electricity shifting potential, which was defined as the
“maximum reduction in the electricity input from the
electricity distribution system that can be obtained starting
from a given initial operational state” of an MES, subject to
the relevant multienergy operational constraints. Relevant
analytical formulas for such DMES flexibility were also
developed for noticeable cases of trigeneration systems.
In a similar way, Hinker et al. [24] define operational
flexibility in MES as the “technical ability of an MES to
modulate a certain power feed-in to the grid and/or power
out-feed from the grid over time while other power vectors
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and resources are ascertained to remain within given
boundary conditions.” However, the abovementioned defi-
nitions only take the (of course crucial) view of flexibility
from/to the power system. More generally, and also based
on the other considerations made earlier, MES flexibility is
defined here as the technical ability of a system to regulate
multienergy supply, demand, and power flow subject to
steady-state and dynamic constraints and while operating
within predefined/desired boundary regions for certain
energy vectors. In this respect, it is important to notice that
MES OPs and regions belong to a multivector space and
are therefore mathematically defined by multidimensional
arrays. Depending on the specific use case, it may be
convenient to define flexibility of an individual energy
vector (of course with electricity as the key reference)
while setting certain operating regions and boundaries
for the other energy vectors, which leads back to what
defined in [12] and [24]. It is also important to notice that,
in analogy with the discussion on power system flexibility,
also when looking at MES, there is little work that clearly
considers and models energy networks. For example, Clegg
and Mancarella [25] discuss integrated electricity and gas
flexibility concepts, modeling, and metrics, underscoring
how gas network constraints can affect electricity system
operation. However, there is a lack of systematic discussion
on the general role of multienergy networks in enabling or
constraining flexibility.
D. Paper Scope and Outline
There are large gaps associated with the concepts of
MES and DMES flexibility, and significant challenges arise
in terms of the complexity needed to model such flexibility
in an appropriate way. Therefore, the aim of this work is to
provide a comprehensive overview of technical flexibility
assessment of MES and, more specifically, DMES, with a
focus on their potential to provide support to a low-carbon
grid. To do this, Section II presents key modeling aspects
to deal with DMES by introducing the new concept of
“multienergy node” as an extension and integration of the
concepts of “energy hub” [26], [27] (to deal with DMES)
and “power node” [28] (to deal with flexibility) and high-
light multiple forms and key features of MES flexibility.
Section III, after providing and formulating general defin-
itions of MES and DMES flexibility, introduces a graphical
modeling framework, based on multidimensional maps,
which are suitable to describe the multivector flexibility
characteristics of individual MES. Section IV presents the
proposed framework to aggregate multienergy flexibility
in DMES. Feasibility and flexibility concepts are applied in
Section V to exemplify and discuss specific cases of MES
flexibility for a simple system, considering the aggregation
of different components and the interactions with the
grid, including how multiple energy networks can enable
or constrain flexibility. Section VII concludes this article
by discussing the next steps and challenges for practical
deployment of DMES flexibility.
II. M O D E L I N G F R A M E W O R K F O R M E S
F L E X I B I L I T Y A P P L I C AT I O N S : F R O M
E N E R G Y H U B S A N D P O W E R N O D E S
T O “ M U LT I E N E R G Y N O D E S ”
A. MES Components
There are number of components that are of particular
interest and relevance in DMES studies. The most notice-
able family is of course cogeneration or combined heat and
power (CHP), which produces both electricity and heat
from a unique source of fuel. There are several and com-
plex CHP technologies and plant schemes available [29].
For the relatively small-scale applications of particular
interest here (order of below 10 MWe), diesel and gas
engines are the most adopted ones, while fuel cells fuelled
on gas or hydrogen are seen as promising applications.
Cogeneration plants are also usually accompanied by aux-
iliary boilers (ABs), supplied by different fuels (including
electricity) case by case, for top-up and/or backup pur-
poses. The fuel-based AB is also the reference technology
for the production of heat1 and is usually present as a
backup in most plants. Of increasingly important role is the
electric heat pump (EHP), which can be of different scales,
from individual houses to buildings and districts. EHPs use
electricity to move heat from a colder source (e.g., outdoor
air, water, or the ground, in the so-called air-source, water-
source, and ground-source EHPs, respectively) to a hotter
sink (internal environments to be heated). However, they
can normally also operate as chillers, as in most air-
source heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)
systems used in buildings. Moreover, electric chillers pro-
duce cooling energy (usually through chilled water) based
on electricity input and may also have condenser heat
recovery options that may be used for cogeneration of
cooling and heating [30]. Cooling energy can also be
generated by absorption chillers that are fed on exhaust
heat in the form of hot water (single-effect) or steam
(double- and triple-effect), as well as direct-fired from
gas [31]. Absorption chillers are particularly important
in the context of trigeneration, which is the extension of
cogeneration to include cooling in the so-called combined
cooling, heat, and power (CCHP) plants. A technology that
is recently gaining extreme importance is also electroly-
sis, which uses electricity (typically coming from RES) to
supply different equipment (such as alkaline and proton
exchange membrane electrolyzers) to produce hydrogen
from water splitting [18]. The hydrogen produced can be
used directly as a fuel, or is further transformed into other
fuels, including methane through the Sabatier methana-
tion process [32], [33], or various chemical products such
as ammonia [34], [35] or methanol [36].
In this article, we will focus on the characteristics
and flexibility aspects of DMES technologies that interact
1In “classical” cogeneration studies [29], fuel boilers are the refer-
ence technology for the so-called SP of heat, while the SP of electricity
happens in the grid itself. SP of course refers to the same useful energy
outputs as in the “integrated” electricity-heat cogeneration that takes
place in CHP plants.
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through electricity, heat, and fuels. For further technolo-
gies, particularly for integrated electricity-heat-cooling sys-
tems, interested readers can refer to [37], while flexibility
studies on trigeneration plants can be found in [12].
B. Local MES Model
For a local MES, the energy hub model is an established
framework that can be used as a reference to represent
all the energy flows inside the MES and at the external
connections [38]. This framework was developed within
the project “Vision of Future Energy Networks” [26],
started in 2002, and focused on the long-term evolution
of the energy systems (for a time horizon of 30–50 years),
whereas the energy system structures were fundamentally
revisited in a greenfield view, without considering the
limitations provided by the current constraints. In the
energy hub framework, multiple energy vectors are con-
verted, conditioned, and stored in centralized “energy
hubs,” which are basically a modeling representation of
the local MES plants that incorporates the characteristics
and constraints of the available technologies, as well as
the connections among these technologies.
Based on the general energy hub concepts and following
the authors’ work in [39], the local MES can be repre-
sented as an input–output gray-box in a matrix model
that contains topological and technical conversion data
starting from base efficiency features of the constituting
components. More specifically, for each plant component
y ∈ Y, where Y is the set of components in the local
MES plant, let us consider the input power in a given time
step (in practice, the average power corresponding to the
relevant energy associated with that time step) for all the
K energy carriers that are involved in the analysis, and
let us include these energy carriers in the input array v(y)i
of dimension (K × 1). Likewise, the component’s power
outputs are included in the (K × 1) array v(y)o . For every
component, a (K × K ) efficiency matrix H(y) can then be
defined which links the input array v(y)i and the output
array v(y)o in the form v
(y)
o = H(y)v(y)i .
Examples of efficiency matrices for different compo-
nents are provided in the Appendix. For the entire local
MES plant, a topological representation can then be cre-
ated through the so-called dispatch factors that describe
how each output energy vector from a given component
is split into different shares to supply another component,
storage unit, demand, etc. [27]. The same type of model
can then be constructed for the local MES by considering
the input array vi , the output array vo, and the overall
efficiencymatrixH that links the two arrays, by the relation
vo = Hvi . (1)
Note that the above-definedmatrices and arrays for both
individual components and the whole plant include all
the input and output energy vectors, while in general the
contents of the input and output arrays for each compo-
nent and for the MES may be different. Therefore, several
elements may be zero. For instance, in the case of energy
carriers generated inside the MES but not present as MES
inputs, these components are missing (or set to zero in
the approach used in [39]) in the input array vi . Such
representation has the advantage of being able to exploit
a salient point of the energy hub model, which is that the
entries of the overall coupling matrix can be easily found
by visual inspection by tracking the connection paths of
each energy carrier from outputs to inputs, also including
the dispatch factor shares. If all the inputs and outputs
are considered to form ordered input and output arrays
with the same dimensions, as presented earlier, the overall
coupling matrix H can then be constructed, starting from
the efficiency matrices of the individual plant components
and from the identification of the topological connections,
by using an automatic scheme expressed in symbolic form
(see [39] for the details of the algorithm), or with the
standardized matrix modeling approach presented in [40].
Another salient point in the modeling concerns the
inclusion of different types of energy storage in the energy
hub model. More specifically, the matrix model of the
storage systems [27] can be set up by considering the
storage coupling matrix S, and the array e˙ of the deriv-
atives (approximated by variations) in time of the array
e containing the energy stored for the various energy
vectors. As demonstrated in [26] and [41], an interest-
ing and useful aspect is that, after simple mathematical
elaborations, it can be appreciated how the contribution
of storage to the complete energy hub model becomes
additional with respect to the model of the energy hub
without storage, regardless of the specific storage location
(e.g., upstream or downstream of a conversion device).
In matrix form, the complete energy hub model with
storage can, therefore, be simply written as
vo = [H −S ][ vi e˙ ]T (2)
where the superscript T denotes array transposition, and
the variation in time of energy stored in a (discrete) time
interval t depends on the difference among the energy
stored at the two successive time intervals t − 1 and t ,
and on the (nonnegative) energy losses e(λ)t during time
interval t
e˙ = et − et−1 + e(λ)t . (3)
By comparing (1) and (2), it can be clearly seen how
storage contributes to plant flexibility by adding further
degrees of freedom, considering that the elements of the
array e˙ can generally be used as control variables. Addi-
tional options have been modeled: the load shifted for
demand-side management has been included in the energy
hub model as a further additional contribution in [42],
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and the energy supply uncertainty depending on customer
choices (when alternative solutions are available) has been
incorporated in [43].
Further general modeling considerations that are impor-
tant for the modeling of flexibility refer to ON/OFF opera-
tion of plant components such as engines, turbines, etc.,
which require binary variables. More specifically, following
the ideas originally introduced in [44], let us consider a
set of binary variables that models the unit commitment of
the generic component y in such a way that b(y)t = 1 if y
is operating at time interval t , b(y)t = 1 if y gets started up
at the beginning of time interval t , and b(y)t = 1 if y gets
shut down at the beginning of time interval t . The ON/OFF
status of the unit y at any time interval t will, therefore,
obey the following constraint:
b(y)t − b(y)t − b(y)t + b(y)t−1 = 0. (4)
Furthermore, in order to prevent simultaneous start-up
and shut-down of the component y, the following con-
straint is applied:
b(y)t + b(y)t − 1 ≤ 0. (5)
C. “Multienergy Node” Formulation
Based on the general concepts discussed in Section I-C,
and elaborating further on the authors’ work in [45],
we now present a local MES mathematical model that can
be used to develop a suitable flexibility representation.
It is possible to highlight the flexibility aspects of the
formulation by rewriting (2) as
S e˙ = H vi − vo = H vi − ξ − w (6)
where for convenience, we have used a demand-side sign
convention2 for the array of energy outputs vo, which
has been further broken down into ξ , the array of net
multienergy process demand (negative if local generation
is larger than demand), and w, the array of net enforced
energy losses (positive if referring to unserved multienergy
demand, and negative if referring to the spilled energy that
is supplied locally). Namely, for the sake of clarity, these
two arrays that constitute vo can be further described as
follows:
ξ = vd − vRES; w = v(c)d − v(c)RES − v(c)o (7)
where vd is the array of demanded multienergy vectors;
vRES is the array of locally generated renewable energy
in multivector form, e.g., PV or solar thermal; v(c)d is the
array of multienergy load shedding (unserved multivector
2Basically, an input/output energy vector is positive when it
enters/exits the MES or a component, respectively.
Fig. 2. From energy hub and power node to multienergy node.
(a) Sketch of the energy hub. (b) Power node for the storage system
(adapted from [28]). (c) Multienergy node.
energy demand); v(c)RES is the array of locally generated
renewables that are curtailed; and v(c)o is a generic array of
energy output that is curtailed (e.g., excess heat produced
in cogeneration as a by-product of electricity generation).
If the analysis is limited to electricity only as the
energy vector of interest, and considering that vi could be,
for instance, conventionally written explicitly considering
electricity that is withdrawn from (>0) or injected into
(<0) the grid, relation (6) reduces to the well-known
power node model used for electrical flexibility assess-
ment [28].3 Hence, (6) can be effectively considered
a multienergy generalization of the power node model,
which we thus call here “multienergy node” model
(see Fig. 2).
Given the sign conventions used, all components of ξ
and w in (6) are nonnegative, while the following further
constraints also apply, as in [19] for the electricity only
case:
0 ≤ ξk · wk (8)
0 ≤ |wk | ≤ |ξk | (9)
that is, for each energy vector k, local supply or demand
and their curtailment need to have the same sign, and
3In fact, in order to highlight our modelling extension, we have
purposely used the same notation ξ and w as in [19] to indicate net
energy demand and enforced energy losses, while the standing loss
components in our formulation are embedded in the storage (3). Other
differences relative to the power node model formulation refer to the
sign conventions used, which in our case refer to the energy hub model’s
ones.
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supply/demand curtailment cannot be greater than sup-
ply/demand itself.
D. Multienergy Node Operational Constraints
The multienergy node model synthesized in (6) is sub-
ject to a number of operational constraints, which again
are a generalization of the constraints presented in [19],
and which generally apply at the level of each compo-
nent y of the local MES and the whole MES plant itself.
In the following, for the sake of simplicity, only the whole-
plant modeling will be presented (thus, dropping the sub-
script y), unless specifically required.
Capacity constraints are generally modeled as lower
and upper limits of the output (10), input (11), and
storage (12) energy vector flows and of the energy storage
capacity (13)4
v ≤ Hvi ≤ v (10)
vi ≤ vi ≤ vi (11)
e˙ ≤ e˙ ≤ e˙ (12)
z ≤ e ≤ z (13)
Furthermore, intertemporal limitations in changing
operational setpoints due to ramp constraints may become
particularly important in terms of modeling dynamic flex-
ibility, for example, to provide ancillary services [21].
In this respect, again following the unit commitment
binary variable-based modeling approach of [44], specific
formulations of the upper and lower capacity limits for
plant components with ON/OFF operation need to capture
ramp-rate limits5 for ramp-up and ramp-down (indicated
by the arrays r(y) and r(y), respectively) and for start-up
and shut-down (indicated by the arrays s(y) and s(y),
respectively), as follows:
b(y)t v(y) ≤
(
H(y)v(y)i
)
t ≤
(
b(y)t − b(y)t+1
)
v(y) + b(y)t+1s(y) (14)
− b(y)t r(y)−b(y)t s(y)≤
(
H(y)v(y)i
)
t −
(
H(y)v(y)i
)
t−1
≤ b(y)t−1r(y) + b(y)t s(y). (15)
The practical interpretation of (14) and (15) is that the
actual upper capacity limit for a specific component y at
a given time interval t may be smaller than v(y) if any of
the shut-down ramp-rate constraint (the component has
to be shut down at next time interval t+ 1), the start-up
4In addition, for each electricity component, relevant constraints
link active and reactive power through the apparent power A, with
P2 + Q2 = A2.
5While, for the sake of generality, we present here the limits as
referred to any energy vector, in practice, these limits would only likely
apply to an energy vector subset, so that simplified representations could
be considered. Furthermore, as different energy vectors are characterized
by different time constants, it is possible that for specific studies, ramp
constraints may only apply to one energy vector (e.g., electricity, given
its generally faster time scales) while the others are assumed to be in
steady-state conditions.
ramp-rate constraint (the component has to be started
up at time interval t), or the ramp-up rate constraint
(the component is already in operation at time interval t)
is active. Similarly, the actual lower capacity limit at a
given time interval t may be smaller than v(y) due to the
ramp-down rate (if the component is already in operation
at time interval t −1) or to the shut-down ramp rate (if the
component is being shut down at time interval t).
Further constraints concerning storage operation and
relevant to flexibility modeling may also apply depending
on the specific case, for example, whereas minimum levels
of stored energy capacity are imposed at the beginning and
at the end of the analysis period, or such initial and final
energy levels must be the same.6
III. F L E X I B I L I T Y F R O M L O C A L M E S
A. General Aspects of Local MES Flexibility
Representation
In order to analyze the potential of flexibility of a local
MES, it can be considered that the coupling matrix H is
generally noninvertible and the system of equations that
describe the energy flows in the local MES is typically
undetermined. Under these conditions, the entries of the
dispatch factors array δ, therefore, may be used as deci-
sion variables in the formulation of optimization problems
(and hence in the outlook of providing flexibility in broad
terms), in addition to further variables that represent input
energy flows to the MES or to individual plant components,
necessary to represent nonconstant partial-load efficien-
cies [39]. In the illustrative example given in [38] for the
optimal dispatch of interconnected energy hubs with con-
stant coupling matrix, the minimization of the energy costs
with the application of the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker optimality
conditions provides the locational marginal costs of the
different energy carriers (electricity and heat in the specific
case) at each energy hub.
A detailed analysis of the link between the rank of the
coupling matrix and the MES flexibility is provided in [46],
based on a linearized formulation of the energy hub.
Starting from the classical energy hub model, the array
of dispatch factors δ is merged with the input array vi ,
and the array τ of intermediate variables is merged with
the output array vo. The relation between the merged
arrays is given by an augmented coupling matrix, such that
(example without storage)
[
vo
τ
]
=
[
H Hoδ
Hτ i Hτδ
][
vi
δ
]
. (16)
The MES flexibility is then linked to the degrees of
freedom given by the rank of the matrices [HHoδ] andHoδ.
6Further operational constraints may also refer to the minimum dura-
tion of the ON/OFF state of specific components, which typically apply
to the operation of relatively large conventional thermal generation units.
Given the focus on small-scale DER and DMES here, for the sake of
simplicity, we neglect these constraints. The interested reader is referred
to [45] for more details on the implementation of these constraints.
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B. Multienergy System Flexibility: General
Definition, Modeling, and Considerations
Looking at the linear form of the power node formula-
tion, one can directly describe the operation of the system
under study with respect to the power exchanged with the
grid and have a closed-form representation for electrical
flexibility as a feasible deviation in the power exchanged
with the grid from the incumbent setpoint.
These simple and intuitive ideas could be extended to
the multiple energy vector case by looking at the inter-
face with the external energy networks and the flexibility
that an MES can provide by modifying its input energy
vectors in the array vi . However, differently from the
electricity-only flexibility case presented in [19], with non-
invertible H, it is not possible to write a matrix expression
that explicitly represents vi , which instead is generally
expressed as
vi = vi (H, S, e˙, ξ ,w) = vi (H, S, x) (17)
where x is the array of system control variables, defined as
x = [vTi ,δT, e˙T,wT
]T (18)
which generally includes, besides vi , the dispatch factors δ,
the multienergy storage charge/discharge flows e˙, and the
potential local multienergy supply/demand curtailment w.
It is then possible to define a multienergy flexibility array
φ = [φ(+)T ,φ(−)T]T (19)
that contains all feasible upward (+) and downward (−)
variations vi,k for each input energy vector k, that is,
φ(+) = {v(+)i,k } and φ(−) = {v(−)i,k }. To determine the
variations, the multienergy node constraints presented in
Section II-E are applied, including, if relevant, intertempo-
ral constraints such as ramp-rate limits, start-up times, and
so on.
In practical applications, as discussed in [24], it might
be of interest to assess the flexibility of one or two
energy vectors at a time while the others are main-
tained within their feasible region or predefined opera-
tional constraints such as to cover a given multienergy
demand while responding to an upstream request by
the system operator [12]. In the formulation given in
Section II-E, this may be carried out by simply setting
specific numerical values for v, v, vi , vi , e˙, e˙, z, z, in the
operational constraints (10)–(13), so as to define the FOR
as desired in the specific use case.
In general, the flexibility for one given energy vector
is a function of all energy vectors via the general multi-
energy node equations. Thereby, an MES may feature more
flexibility than an electricity-only system, given the larger
number of variables. More specifically, there are a number
of degrees of freedom (i.e., flexibility variables) that can
be deployed to provide flexibility, and in general the same
new operational point may be reached via multiple paths,
for example, by changing the input energy vectors vi
and/or the plant internal dispatch modeled through the
dispatch factors δ in different ways, which also paves the
way to optimization options.7 This is called energy-vector
arbitrage, as already presented in [12], and applies both
externally to the MES (e.g., arbitraging across vi between
electricity and fuel in a dual-fuel heating system with
heat pumps and boilers [16], [47]) and internally (e.g.,
arbitraging, by modulation through δ, between CHP, heat
pumps, and boilers to produce electricity and heat [48]).
It is thus once again clear how the possibility of modulating
the control variables in different ways through different
multienergy components and interconnections while meet-
ing the given constraint may be a great source of flexibility
that is enabled by the multienergy interaction.
In addition to energy-shifting flexibility, further flexibil-
ity options that an MES can enable include multienergy
storage arbitrage through the control variable e˙ (including
power-to-X options [49]), and two types of curtailments
through the control variable w. The first type of cur-
tailment refers to multienergy demand (e.g., curtailing a
thermal service by changing the operational setpoints of
an HVAC system, which affects the indoor temperature
of a building). The second type of curtailment concerns
local supply (e.g., by curtailing local PV supply in the
case of extra generation). Curtailment is assumed to be
a flexibility measure when it comes from a decision taken
inside the MES and when no constraint referring to accept-
able system operation (including technical operation of
the equipment or comfort constraints) is exceeded. Further
MES flexibility features are discussed in Section III-E4.
C. Electrical Flexibility From MES
In the context of MES, electricity can be seen as a special
case of energy vector, even though with prominent impor-
tance due to its high thermodynamic (energy) value, cost,
etc. In this respect, and within the general multivector flex-
ibility definition given in Section III-B, electrical flexibility
is simply the “technical ability of a plant or component to
regulate its exchange of the electrical energy vector with
the grid,” which is basically the definition given in the
earlier section and in [19] and [24]. However, as afore-
mentioned, in MES, one should also define the desired
operational constraints in other energy vectors or in case
the whole multienergy feasibility region to address specific
use cases. Furthermore, a point often overlooked in the
context of power system flexibility is the fact that electricity
is effectively characterized by two powers, namely, active
power and reactive power, and both may obviously play
7Presenting an overview of the optimization objectives and tools is
not within the scope of this article. The aim of this article is to focus on
flexibility modelling and characterization (including visualization). For
a conceptual overview of multienergy system flexibility optimization
and control, readers may refer to [51]. Optimization aspects and its
applications are summarized in [52].
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an important role, especially in the context of network and
system management [50]. In fact, this is the reason why
we bring out active and reactive power explicitly in the
multienergy node formulation introduced in Section II-D.
Electrical flexibility is associated with both input active
and reactive power deviations.8 In the context of MES,
electrical flexibility may, therefore, be defined as
φe(H,S, x) =
{
Pi (+)(H,S, x), Pi (−)(H,S, x),
Qi (+)(H,S, x), Qi (−)(H,S, x)
}
(20)
where {Pi (+),Pi (−) ,Qi (+),Qi (−)} is the set of all
feasible deviations in the input active and reactive powers
from their incumbent values, which depend on H,S, and x,
and are again subject to the multienergy node constraints
presented in Section II-E, including active-reactive power
coupling constraints, as well as more specific operational
constraints on other energy vectors depending on the
specific use case under analysis. It is also important to
notice that, in general, the directions of active and reactive
power deviations may be different. However, in practical
terms when talking about upward/downward electrical
flexibility, one would normally refer to the direction of the
active power deviation.
D. “Steady-State” and “Dynamic” Flexibility: Role
of Temporal Factors and Constraints
Most literature typically refers to flexibility without
addressing temporal issues and focuses on FORs, but
without, for example, specifying how long it may take to
reach a new setpoint from the current condition. However,
as discussed by Mancarella and Chicco [21], temporal
aspects may be important when flexibility is relevant to
the provision of specific services that are also characterized
by the speed of delivery. While this has been generally
discussed in [22] with reference to ramp-rate constraints,
it had not been practically applied or exemplified in a
wide way. A further temporal aspect of interest is related
to the duration of the flexibility service delivered. Again,
while theoretically mentioned, especially with reference
to storage and energy capacity constraints, its practical
application has often been overlooked. Another aspect that
the authors have explored in [21] is associated with the
notice time for the delivery of the flexibility service: this is
particularly relevant when there are resources that require
a certain start-up or switch-off time, like engines, turbines,
CHP plants, etc.
A more complete definition of flexibility, which we call
“dynamic flexibility” as opposed to the abovementioned
“steady-state flexibility,” should, therefore, be character-
ized by the aforementioned desired temporal features, for
example, by expressively indicating the notice time τn,
the speed of delivery τd , and the duration τ . Hence,
8Strictly speaking, reactive power is not an “energy vector.” How-
ever, the general formulation presented here still applies.
focusing on dynamic electrical flexibility, we may write
φ̂e(H,S, x,τn, τd ,τ)
=
{
Pi (+)(H,S,x,τn, τd ,τ),Pi (−)(H, S,x,τn, τd ,τ),
Qi (+)(H, S,x,τn, τd ,τ), Qi (−)(H,S,x,τn, τd ,τ)
}
(21)
where the active and reactive power deviations, in addition
to the general steady-state operational constraints, are now
also associated with the relevant temporal features just dis-
cussed. By explicitly introducing temporal features in the
flexibility definition, the role of intertemporal constraints
for dynamic services also becomes more relevant.
E. MES Flexibility Features and Applications
From the multienergy node formulation and the
abovementioned definitions, one can now immediately
appreciate all the possible flexibility features and relevant
applications of a local MES (see Section IV for further
features in a DMES context), provided by the ability to
meet a given multienergy demand vd by deploying the
unique flexibility characteristics, applied to relevant use
cases, described in the following.
1) Input Energy Vector Shifting (or Energy Vector Arbi-
trage): The energy vector arbitrage corresponds to shifting
supply across multiple energy vectors in vi through the
efficiency matrix H. There are a number of practical appli-
cations of this flexibility feature, which may possibly be
considered the key flexibility feature in MES. An important
application is, for instance, to carry out price arbitrage
across energy vectors, such as based on the spark spread
between gas and electricity [53], [54] and while satisfying
multienergy demands. Similarly, any flexibility that can be
exploited from multifuel devices belongs to this category,
for example, in hybrid heat pumps [8], [47] that are based
on an EHP and a top-up auxiliary gas boiler for peaking
operation: in this case, energy vector arbitrage can be
useful to deal with congestions on one supply network, for
example, shifting supply from the electrical network to the
gas network to satisfy the heat demand [55], [56]. Such
energy shifting can also be used in response to ancillary
service calls to provide real-time demand response from
an MES, as in the applications in [12] where this arbitrage
across vectors was introduced via the “electricity shifting
potential” indicator.
2) Output Energy Vector Shifting (Power-to-X): Similar
to the shifting across input energy vectors described
earlier, output energy vectors vo can be shifted across
as well. A typical example of this flexibility is the
whole category of applications generally called “Power-
to-X,” P2X [49], whereas input electricity, typically
from otherwise curtailed renewables, can be trans-
formed, again via the efficiency matrix H, into differ-
ent energy vectors and for various applications. Typically,
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the P2X applications include as a starting point Power-to-
Hydrogen (P2H2) which may be used in different ways,
for example, injection into the gas networks (“Power-
to-Gas,” P2G [17], [18], if also including methanation),
transport [57], production of further clean fuels such as
ammonia [58], etc. The other main category is heat
“Power-to-Heat,” P2H [59], using renewable electricity
in heat pumps, electric boilers, etc. Typical use cases
include using of excess renewable electricity, to be cur-
tailed because of network constraints or stability con-
straints, to decarbonize the gas sector [60], [61] (P2G),
the heating sector [62] (P2G and P2H), the transport sec-
tor [63] (P2H2), various industry sectors (P2X), and so on.
Furthermore, when the “X” vectors are easy to store than
that of electricity, the P2X energy vector shifting flexibility
also enables storing of renewable energy in different forms,
as discussed in the following.
3) Temporal Arbitrage via Multienergy (Virtual) Storage:
Multienergy storage, like electrical storage, allows exploit-
ing different forms of time arbitrage that may be used
for commercial purposes to optimize energy management,
reducing peak consumption, and so on. However, what
is particularly interesting to highlight in an MES context
is how temporal arbitrage on one energy vector through
the storage S enables flexibility options on other energy
vectors via, again, energy shifting considering the coupling
matrix H. This is, for example, evident in [13], where TS
and EHPs enable the enhanced operation and planning
flexibility in a CHP plant to optimally participate in energy
markets with dynamic prices. Further key applications of
multienergy time arbitrage belong to the “virtual” stor-
age [64] category, whereas there is no “physical” storage
(e.g., hot water tank); however, for example, the ther-
mal inertia available in the fabric of buildings is used to
optimally interact with the electricity system via electro-
thermal coupling, providing building-to-grid flexibility and
services [8], [9], [65], [66]. Preheating and precooling
applications of buildings also belong to this category and
rely on virtual storage [67], [68]. In all these kinds of
applications, key benefits come from the fact that many
flexibility services may be provided at a much lower cost
than their counterparts provided by, for example, battery
storage.
4) Local Renewable Energy Curtailment: At the local
level, RES curtailment v(c)RES can be used as a form of
flexibility while supplying the local electricity and heat
demand. RES curtailment could take place as last resort,
for example, and especially to maintain power system
stability. In this sense, it may be seen as a sign of a lack of
flexibility of the overall power system to which the DMES
is connected. In any case, if such a problem could be solved
by RES curtailment in one or more MES, this would again
point to the flexibility available from DMES.
5) Multienergy Service Curtailment and Comfort Level
Arbitrage: An important type of flexibility that can be
provided by MES is in terms of service curtailment.
In this case, the multienergy array v(c)d effectively maps
the demand-side energy that affects some form of comfort
level and/or quality of service. For example, dimming
of lights corresponds to direct electricity reduction and
affects somehow the quality of the lighting end-service
to the user. More drastically, switching off the supply
may provide demand response flexibility at the cost of
reliability (see [69]). Moreover, in the multienergy space,
changing the setpoints of or switching HVAC systems to
provide electricity demand response practically modifies
the thermal (heating or cooling) demand profile by not
following the user’s predefined setpoints, which affects
their comfort level [64]. Similarly, the aforementioned
exploitation of the building thermal inertia for precooling
or preheating arbitrage requires deviations from the user’s
setpoints. Effectively, these flexibility options correspond to
comfort level arbitrage, whereas flexibility in multienergy
supply (and eventually electricity, in most cases) is traded
off against the comfort level in some energy vector or end-
use application. This is usually done for economic benefits
for the end-user, so that comfort level requirements may
become part of nonfirm multienergy contracts (see [64]).
One of the main benefits of this kind of flexibility is that
operational constraints are generally easier to relax for
other energy vectors (e.g., heat) than electricity, thus again
implying that more flexibility even at lower cost may be
available in MES.
6) Multienergy Production Curtailment: Similar to local
RES curtailment, another flexibility feature that is unique
to MES is represented by some form v(c)o of energy
production curtailment that is carried out to enable oper-
ational flexibility for other energy vectors. A typical exam-
ple is to waste heat produced in cogeneration to allow
flexibility in the electricity production for condensation
plants, open-cycle gas turbines, and combustion engines
whose electricity and heat outputs are tightly coupled
by a relatively inflexible cogeneration ratio [37]. Waste
heat is an algebraic variable that appears in explicit form
only in one equation—the heat balance at the CHP out-
put. As such, it is calculated after having determined
the energy balances at the other terminals of the MES
components.
7) Relaxation of “Soft” Constraints: This feature corre-
sponds to relaxing, in case only for a limited amount of
time, potentially “soft” constraints such as temperature
constraints, to create additional flexibility when needed
on another energy vectors, for example, for electricity.
From a modeling perspective, this can be carried out
by simply relaxing the numerical value of the relevant
operational constraint of an MES [e.g., v, v, vi , vi , e˙, e˙, z, z,
in (10)–(13)] for a certain duration which depends on the
impact on the delivery of the final service. For example, in a
P2H service, the maximum temperature of heat storage
could be increased for some time to allow more energy
to be stored under specific conditions.
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Fig. 3. Example of CHP capability/feasibility set for different
bidimensional energy vector spaces.
8) Reactive Power Control to Support (Electrical) Active
Power Flexibility: In the context of the flexibility provided
to the power system by DMES, a further feature not
insofar highlighted in any study comes from the fact that
electrical power may actually be broken down into its
active and reactive components, so that the DMES model
considers active power and reactive power it as if they were
two different energy vectors (though linked through their
apparent power characteristics and constraints).
Further flexibility features will be presented in the next
section with reference to the role of multienergy networks.
F. Visualization of MES Operational Envelopes:
Multienergy Flexibility Maps
As discussed in [20], most studies generally describe as
(steady-state) flexibility region the FOR of an electrical
plant or system. As discussed in [24], similar modeling
can be applied to steady-state operational limitations of
a component or plant in the multidimensional space of
the multiple energy vectors involved in the analysis, for
example, electrical active and reactive power, fuel (e.g.,
natural gas or hydrogen), and heat. The projections of such
a multidimensional feasibility or steady-state flexibility
region can then be conveniently and efficiently represented
onto a bidimensional space of a selected pair of vectors,
to describe the capability sets graphically in an intuitive
manner.
As an illustrative example, Fig. 3 depicts the capabil-
ity sets of a CHP plant through (steady-state) “flexibil-
ity maps” in the bidimensional spaces “fuel-heat (F-H),”
“active power-fuel (P-F),” “active power-heat (P-H),” and
“active power-reactive power (P-Q).” All the quantities are
expressed in per units based on average power values in
a given time step (the terms Heat and Fuel are used for
brevity). In the plots, energy vector production is taken
with positive sign, while consumption is negative. The CHP
plant, in the provided example, is characterized by P =
1 p.u. and H = 1 p.u., electrical efficiency ηe = 40% and
thermal efficiency ηt = 40% (e.g., a diesel engine or a fuel
cell), and minimum stable generation (MSG) level equal to
0.2 p.u. Furthermore, it is assumed that the CHP is allowed
to spill thermal energy, so that there is a certain flexibility
region (in gray) in which the CHP can operate at a given
electricity level but for variable heat output, up to the
maximum allowed by the P-H characteristic.9 With these
characteristics, at full capacity, the CHP provides 1 unit of
heat and 1 unit of electricity by consuming 2.5 units of
fuel. For simplicity, linear performance maps with constant
efficiencies (and therefore constant cogeneration ratio as
well [37]) are assumed for part-load operation, as from
the plots.
More in general, “dynamic” flexibility maps could also
be considered when subject to temporal limitations, which
are represented as subset contained in the temporally
unconstrained flexibility regions. For example, by taking
again a CHP plant as mentioned earlier, with MSG = 20%,
intertemporal constraints for ramp rate equal to 20%/min
and start-up time equal to 5 min, Fig. 4 depicts the P-Q
flexibility maps considering the CHP starting (left) from
50% loading level, and (right) and from offline (this latter
case is equivalent to assuming that the notice time for
the flexibility service provision is less than the start-up
time). In the figures, it is possible to clearly see the regions
that are operationally feasible starting from the considered
operational points and subject to the predefined dynamic
constraints. It should also be noted that such dynamic
maps could be drawn for the multiple energy vectors too,
though the different dynamics for the different vectors and
relevant components should be modeled appropriately.
IV. A G G R E G AT I N G F L E X I B I L I T Y
I N D M E S
A. Aggregated Multienergy Flexibility in an MES
Through Minkowski Summation
The flexibility maps as described earlier are also par-
ticularly useful to graphically visualize aggregation of the
flexibility provided by multiple resources. In fact, when
network constraints are neglected (the impact of networks
9It should be noted that if wasting heat is not allowed, for example,
due to environmental regulation, the CHP would have no flexibility
in varying heat production for a given electricity level as the P-H
operational points would be linked by its characteristic line. In this case,
thermal storage would be needed to create flexibility.
Fig. 4. Example of CHP dynamic flexibility in the electrical domain
when starting from (left) 0.5 p.u. and (right) offline operation.
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will be discussed in Section IV-B), as shown in [19] for elec-
trical flexibility, the aggregation of the flexibility provided
by multiple electrical units mathematically corresponds to
add the individual flexibility metrics (which correspond to
polytope objects) of each unit through Minkowski summa-
tion (represented by the operator ⊕).
V. A G G R E G AT I N G F L E X I B I L I T Y
I N D M E S
A. Aggregated Multienergy Flexibility in an MES
Through Minkowski Summation
The flexibility maps as described earlier are also par-
ticularly useful to graphically visualize the aggregation of
the flexibility provided by multiple resources. In fact, when
network constraints are neglected (the impact of networks
will be discussed in Section IV-B), as shown in [19] for elec-
trical flexibility, the aggregation of the flexibility provided
by multiple electrical units mathematically corresponds to
add the individual flexibility metrics (which correspond to
polytope objects) of each unit through Minkowski summa-
tion (represented by the operator ⊕).
The concept can be extended to the multienergy case
(see [24]) by considering a Minkowski summation across,
for example, multiple plant components.
For example, let us consider the following electricity–
heat–fuel components with the given nominal characteris-
tics and linear part-load performance map.
1) CHP: P = 1 p.u., H = 1 p.u., ηe = 40%, ηt = 40%,
MSG = 0, no waste heat allowed.
2) AB: H = 1 p.u., ηAB = 100% (a round number
is used for simplicity of representation, while the
efficiency of modern gas boilers is typically in the
order of 80%–90%).
3) EHP: H = 1 p.u., COP = 3.
4) P2G (Electrolyzer + Methanizer): F = 1, ηF = 50%.
5) TS: H = 1 p.u.
The individual characteristics of these units are shown
in the full P-F-H 3-D space and in the F-H, P-F, and P-H 2-D
projected planes in Fig. 5.
The plots in Fig. 6 represent all bi-vector operational
characteristics of the abovementioned individual compo-
nents and of various pairwise component combinations,
which result in the relevant steady-state FORs for the
coupled components. More specifically, the following are
observed:
1) This case represents the classical cogeneration case
with a CHP plant and a back-up AB.
2) This case illustrates a hybrid heat pump based on EHP
and AB (supplied by gas or other fuel).
3) This combination shows a high-efficiency,
high-flexibility “virtual CHP plant” with a flexible
cogeneration ratio based on the complementarity of
CHP and EHP [48].
4) This case shows the coupling between P2G and P2H
(based on EHP), which may be suitable in RES-rich
areas.
Fig. 5. Individual operational characteristics of AB, EHP, CHP, and
P2G units in (top left) F-H, (top right) P-F, (bottom left) P-H 2-D
planes, and (bottom right) P-F-H 3-D space.
5) This case depicts the effect of coupling a P2G plant
with an AB, with potential complementarity in input
and output energy vectors.
This example pairs a CHP plant with TS, illustrating
how TS can greatly enhance the integrated electricity-heat
flexibility through charging and discharging operation.
Fig. 7 shows the polytope that results from the combi-
nation of the abovementioned CHP-AB-EHP-P2G units in
the P-H-F multivector space, including the bidimensional
steady-state flexibility projections for pairwise energy vec-
tors and the flexibility regions for the pairs CHP-AB and
P2G-EHP. The overall 3-D polytope and 2-D projections
have been obtained by pairing the CHP-AB and P2G-EHP
combinations; however, the same results would have been
obtained by resorting to other combinations of the four
units. The figure clearly shows how the combined flexibil-
ity from aggregating multiple MES is greatly enhanced.
B. Multienergy Flexibility in DMES: Networks as
Flexibility Enablers
The abovementioned considerations and modeling for-
mulations cover the general case of an MES plant that is
aggregating different multienergy components, where the
presence of network links is neglected and the focus is on
conversion, conditioning, and storage components [70].
This section considers the aggregation of several MES
plants and studies the aggregated flexibility of and from
such DMES, including the role of networks.
Networks are the means that allow physical aggrega-
tion of plants through their energy vectors. For example,
the electrical network allows aggregation of electricity
supply and demand for different generation plants, load
centers, etc. A similar role is played by gas networks or
heat networks. As such, it can be said that networks are
indeed flexibility enablers. In addition, when several MES
plants are brought together via multiple energy networks,
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Fig. 6. FOR in bidimensional spaces (top row) F-H, (middle row) P-F, and (bottom row) P-H for plants formed by different combinations of
AB, CHP, EHP, and P2G units.
not only is flexibility enabled for those energy vectors but
also additional flexibility is created/enabled thanks to the
cross-vector coupling that is now extended to all multi-
energy nodes. In practice, the flexibility benefits described
earlier from creating an MES plant from aggregating
different multienergy components through energy vector
Fig. 7. Polytope of the FOR of an MES with CHP, EHP, AB, and P2G
in the active power, fuel, and heat 3-D space (top) and its
projections onto the (bottom left) P-F, (bottom middle) P-H, and
(bottom right) F-H 2-D spaces.
coupling (which requires energy vector links, i.e., net-
works) are now applied and extended to a DMES that
aggregates several MES plants. In fact, it is possible to
rewrite (19) for the DMES aggregate flexibility of N MES
plants as
φDMES = [φDMES(+)T , φDMES(−)T]T (22)
where the entries of the DMES flexibility array, expressed
in terms of all feasible upward variations vDMES
(+)
i,k and
downward variations vDMES
(−)
i,k , for each input energy
vector k = 1, . . . , K , and MES plant n = 1, . . . , N , are
φDMES
(+) = {vDMES(+)i,k (Hn,Sn, xn)
} (23)
φDMES
(−) = {vDMES(−)i,k (Hn,Sn, xn)
}
. (24)
Subject again to all relevant constraints for all N
MES plants. The expressions (21)–(24) confirm how
cross-vector flexibility “propagates” beyond the specific
energy vectors that are linked through the relevant energy
networks.
C. Impact of Network Constraints on Multienergy
Flexibility
Following the same procedures as mentioned earlier,
if network constraints are neglected, the aggregated flexi-
bility of a DMES for a given energy vector can be obtained
again via Minkowski summation of the operational maps
of each MES for the specific energy vectors for which a
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network is available, where the sum is extended to theMES
plants (out of the total number of MES plants N) connected
through a network for that energy vector.
In a more general (and realistic) case, a network for
a generic energy vector k that links multiple MES plants
will be subject to physical characteristic constraints (e.g.,
power flow or gas flow equations) as well as steady-state
and dynamic operational constraints (energy transport
capacity, min/max voltage or pressure constraints, etc.).
Such equality and inequality constraints are in general
nonlinear, and their form depends on the specific energy
vector, as discussed in [27], also involving other char-
acteristic variables in addition to energy flows, such as
voltages, pressures, temperatures, etc. Typical multienergy
equations and a generalized Newton–Raphson solution
algorithm for integrated electricity, heat, and gas networks
can, for example, be found in [71]. A general formulation
of network constraints is, therefore, of the form
E(vi,1, . . . , vi,N , θ) = 0, (vi,1, . . . , vi,N , θ) ≤ 0 (25)
where E and  are, respectively, the sets of (generally
nonlinear) equality and inequality network constraints that
link together the N arrays vi of input energy vectors at
each MES plant in the DMES under consideration, and θ
is a generic set of additional variables required to describe
the physical constraints for each network.
In practical applications, as done, for example, when
considering dc approximations for the electrical network
(e.g., for market operation), one could assume that the
generally complex set of nonlinear equations and con-
straints for multienergy networks which contain multiple
types of variables can be reduced to a simpler, approxi-
mated set of constraints (in case linear or linearized) that
refer to the energy vector power input arrays vi for all
N MES plants (see [72] and [73]). This approximation is
particularly convenient for conceptual analysis as we are
carrying out here so that complex network constraints can
simply be reduced to constraints on the input or output
energy vectors of each plant.
What we would now like to study is the impact of
energy network constraints on multienergy flexibility. More
specifically, while networks enable aggregation benefits in
first place, as discussed earlier, the presence of network
constraints will limit flexibility. Mathematically, this is evi-
dent given that network constraints may be modeled as
constraints to the input arrays vi , vi and output arrays
vo, vo for each plant, where such constraints would gener-
ally be more limiting than the base operational/feasibility
constraints for the plant. Therefore, some areas of the flex-
ibility regions will no longer belong to a feasible set, and so
a feasibility region that is a subset of the previously defined
flexibility region will be defined. Furthermore, it will no
longer be possible to adopt a vanilla Minkowski summation
to build such feasibility regions, and specific algorithms
that also involve the detailed energy flow equations will be
Fig. 8. Test system 1 to demonstrate the impact of networks on
nodal and overall DMES flexibility.
needed (see [20]). Finally, as a key effect of the presence
of network constraints, the overall DMES flexibility region
will be segmented into different local flexibility regions
due to the presence of constraints even in just one of the
energy vectors.
The abovementioned considerations are illustrated with
the canonical example in Fig. 8, where two multienergy
electricity–heat demand nodes are connected via an
upstream electrical network and directly via a thermal net-
work branch of variable size. The heat supply is assumed
to be a gas boiler in node A (the gas network is not
depicted) and an EHP in node B. When there is no thermal
network, there is no flexibility in this test DMES, as the
electrical demand is fixed in all nodes, including in node B
to satisfy the heat demand. However, when the thermal
link is introduced, the heat demand in each node can be
partly fulfilled by both the AB and the EHP, thus generating
flexibility in the electrical system, which is a form of
energy vector/network arbitrage. This is shown in Fig. 9,
where plots are drawn for different heat network capacities
ranging between zero and one per unit. It can be clearly
seen from the pictures that when there is no thermal link,
there is no flexibility available in the DMES as the two
nodes are thermally separated, with P-H characteristics of
the respective components. However, while the thermal
branch capacity increases, so does the DMES flexibility,
Fig. 9. Impact of various capacity levels (0–1 at 0.2 intervals, from
(a) to (f), respectively) of the connecting thermal network on the
P-H flexibility regions of node A and node B.
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up to the point when, for heat network capacity equal to
one per unit, a full thermal backup can be provided by
one node to the other, corresponding to the full flexibility
region of the AB-EHP combination. For intermediate heat
network capacities, the two distinct flexibility regions for
the two nodes can be clearly appreciated.
D. Multienergy Network-Related Flexibility
Options and Constraints
While constrained networks may generally limit the size
of the feasibility region, in a DMES context, it is also
possible to positively exploit multienergy features of differ-
ent networks through network-related flexibility options.
In particular, three key flexibility options that may be
associated with multienergy networks are presented in the
following, which add to the flexibility features discussed
in Section III-E. Furthermore, the impact of the network
constraints on the available multienergy network-related
flexibility is also discussed.
1) Energy Network Arbitrage: In this case, in an MES
context, if one network is congested, a network for
another energy vector could be used to transfer useful
energy in some form. For example, power-to-heat could be
used to transfer across a heat network zero-carbon heat
from renewables that need be curtailed due to electrical
network congestion. A similar example for power-to-gas
can be found in [17]. This kind of flexibility effectively
pairs well with the energy-shifting arbitrage presented in
Section III-B, which refers to substitution across energy
vectors at the inputs of a plant.
2) Utilization of Network-Embedded Storage: Such exam-
ples may refer, for example, to the deployment of thermal
inertia from the water in heating and cooling networks
to optimize the management of integrated electricity and
thermal systems (see [74]), or to the deployment of
linepack pressure flexibility in gas networks to deal with
electricity constraints [25], [75]. From a modeling per-
spective, an intuitive way to represent this flexibility option
could be to embed a simple storage model into steady-state
network equations. However, in practical terms, it may
be difficult to identify the parameters of such model and
the approximation for complex dynamics such as for gas
network might not be satisfactory.
3) Relaxation of Network Operational Constraints: Simi-
lar to the relaxation of constraints in some energy vector
operation to facilitate overall MES flexibility, it may also
be possible to relax some of the physical constraints that
characterize multivector network operation, for example,
in terms of pressure for gas networks, temperature for ther-
mal networks, water velocity for water networks, etc. (see,
e.g., relevant ideas in [76] and [77]). Of course, again this
relaxation should still be carried out within acceptable,
secure limits and not for a sustained duration. In terms
of modeling, in the simplified representation discussed in
Section III-B, this flexibility option corresponds to relax
Fig. 10. Test system 2 to demonstrate multienergy
network-related constraints and flexibility features.
the numerical value of the constraints that will eventually
apply to the multienergy input arrays of relevant plants.
4) Illustrative Examples: To illustrate some of the multi-
energy network-related effects of constraints and flexibility
features discussed, let us consider the test case shown
in Fig. 10.
Fig. 11 shows how the FOR of the whole DMES greatly
changes (and is enhanced) when multiple networks are
added (here assumed unconstrained). This may be par-
ticularly useful when the electrical network may be con-
strained and renewable energy might have to be curtailed
(imagine, e.g., RES at node B that cannot transfer electric-
ity due to voltage constraints). Arbitraging across energy
networks, e.g., from electricity to heat and/or gas after
P2H and/or P2G at node B, may, therefore, be a suitable
means to avoid RES curtailment.
The corresponding network-constrained case is then
analyzed in Fig. 12, where the effects of the constraints on
the flexibility of node A are evident. Even more interesting
is Fig. 13, which shows the effects of constraints on the
flexibility of both node A and node B. It can be noticed
that because of the asymmetric technology present at node
A and node B, the flexibility characteristics of both nodes
may be (very) different in the case of segmented flexibility
regions due to network limits, as aforementioned. For
example, electricity can be consumed at node B, converted
to gas, and sent to node A via the gas network. However,
at node A, there is no P2G, and therefore the abovemen-
tioned operation is not possible.
Fig. 11. Test system 2’s node A FOR represented in the P-H plane
under (a) no network, (b) only heat network, (c) only gas network,
and (d) both heat and gas networks coupling of node A and node B
(unconstrained network case).
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Fig. 12. Test system 2’s node A FOR represented in the P-H plane
under (a) no network, (b) only heat network, (c) only gas network,
and (d) both heat and gas networks coupling node A and node B
(constrained network case: solid lines represent the capacity that
can be transferred; dotted lines represent the capacity that is
constrained due to networks; network constraints are assumed
equal to 0.4 p.u. for gas and 0.6 p.u. for heat).
Let us now consider the test system 3 shown in Fig. 14 to
demonstrate further possible examples of the application
of DMES flexibility.
A first use case refers to assessing the electrical flexibility
that can be provided by the whole DMES (EHP + AB +
CHP + EHP, assuming no network constraint). In this
respect, Fig. 15 illustrates the H-P map (left) of the test
system and the maximum available active power flexibil-
ity against the heat demand level. The flexibility largely
depends upon the status of the CHP plant. In particular,
when the CHP is offline, the flexibility is much smaller as
only the EHP is able to contribute to electrical flexibility
by energy vector arbitrage through AB support. It is also
evident how the maximum electrical flexibility depends on
the operational point (heat demand) and is therefore time-
varying, as will be further shown in Section VI.
In addition, the distribution of upward and downward
flexibility is also dependent upon the operational point of
units with electricity interaction, that is, EHP and CHP. For
Fig. 13. Test system 2’s P-H FOR of node A and node B for
different capacities of heat network for cases with (a) no network,
(b) only heat network, (c) only gas network, and (d) both heat and
gas networks (constrained network case as aforementioned).
Fig. 14. Test system 3.
example, let us assume that the CHP is offline and heat
demand is 1 p.u.: this could be either entirely fulfilled
through the AB and result in 0.33-p.u. downward flexibility
and no upward flexibility, or entirely through the EHP and
result in 0.33-p.u. upward flexibility and no downward
flexibility. Similar partial fulfillment of the heat load by the
AB and EHP would result in both upward and downward
flexibility.
From the aforementioned discussion, it is therefore clear
that both the heat demand level and the combination of
resources, by which heat demand is met, play a crucial
role to determine both upward and downward flexibility.
In this respect, the upward and downward flexibility of
Test system 3 for a heat load of 2 p.u. for an arbitrary
combination of resources is shown in Fig. 16(a). Note that
the OP can be controlled along the vertical line correspond-
ing to a required heat load equal to 2 p.u. through the
combination of EHP, CHP, and AB. This therefore enables
potential modulation so as to make both upward and
downward flexibility available to the upstream electricity
grid, if, for example, there was a call from the system
operator to provide a flexibility service. If the heat demand
conditions were to be uncertain (as in practical cases),
the flexibility that could be provided is in essence the
minimal available flexibility over the range of uncertain
heat demand, as shown in Fig. 16(b) for a heat load
equal to 2 ± 0.25 p.u. of uncertainty. Furthermore, in this
case study, one can appreciate how the operating range of
flexibility might not be continuous due to the nonconvexity
of the system FOR. In this regard, Fig. 16(c) shows that
for a heat load of 2.75 p.u. the downward flexibility is
Fig. 15. FOR in the (top) H-P plane and (bottom) electrical
flexibility of test system 3 with CHP ON/OFF.
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Fig. 16. Electrical upward and downward flexibility of test system
3 under (a) heat load equal to 2 p.u., (b) heat load equal to 2 ±
0.25 p.u. uncertainty interval, (c) heat load equal to 2.75 p.u.
(showing nonconvexity in the FOR due to CHP ON/OFF operation and
MSG), and (d) heat load equal to 4 p.u. (showing lack of electrical
flexibility in that OP).
discontinuous while transitioning from the red area to
green area, due to switching ON/OFF the CHP and to the
presence of an MSG level. Moreover, Fig. 16(d) shows that
only one possible combination of resources (i.e., all units
are operating at maximum capacity) can be deployed to
fulfill a heat load of 4 p.u., and thus the system lacks any
electrical flexibility in that particular OP. From this point
of view, the dynamic flexibility discussed in Section II-E is
particularly important to determine the time required to
deliver such flexibility from DMES.
E. Profitability Mapping Onto the Flexibility
Region
The technical flexibility discussed in the abovemen-
tioned studies and available from DMES can be exploited
in different ways. One of these ways is the provision of
grid services in response to specific rewards.10 For this
purpose, starting from the current OP, an ideal DMES
system manager or aggregator has to assess the possible
profits that would come from the participation in the
provision of these services. For this purpose, costs and
benefits may be mapped against the flexibility region [14].
If the initial DMES OP minimizes the operational costs, any
energy shifting from that point to another point belonging
to the flexibility region determines extra costs. Conversely,
if the initial OP is not cost-optimal, the situation could
become even more favorable for the DMES operator when
the energy shifting was to be carried out in the direction
of further reducing the operational costs. The benefits
are generally given from rewards that remunerate the
willingness to participate in the provision of the services.
The mapping of the profits (given by revenues minus costs)
10While this article has focused on technical flexibility, eco-
nomic/commercial flexibility of MES and relevant benefits are of course
another important topic of research. The interesting reader may, for
example, refer to [12] and [14] for relevant insights.
Fig. 17. Scheme of a simple MES system.
determined from the difference between costs and benefits
onto the flexibility region makes it possible to identify the
electricity reduction from the electrical network leading to
the maximum profit. Given a reward plan, the conditions
of maximum profit occur for a certain average power
of electricity shifting that corresponds to the maximum
positive distance between rewards and electricity shifting
costs. In [14], this average power defines the maximum
profit electricity reduction (MPER). An indicative example
is shown in Section VI-D. In a market-based context for
flexibility services procurement, this electricity reduction
may become the quantity offered by, for example, DMES
managers or aggregators to the market operator.
VI. I L L U S T R AT I V E E X A M P L E S O N
A C H P - B A S E D S Y S T E M
In order to exemplify the concepts referring to MES flex-
ibility, let us consider a simple system (see Fig. 17) with
energy inputs from the electrical distribution system (EDS)
and the fuel distribution system (FDS). At the user’s side,
electrical and heating loads are served through the EDS,
the CHP, and the AB. Local energy storage is not repre-
sented in this example.
For this system, the individual regions of operation of
the system components are known (see Fig. 18), namely,
BCHP for the CHP, BEDS for the EDS, and BAB for the AB.
In particular, the CHP is of back-pressure type and is char-
acterized by a constant heat-to-power ratio between the
Fig. 18. Individual regions of operation of the simple MES
components. (a) Regions of operation of EDS and AB. (b) Region of
CHP operation.
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Fig. 19. MES capability region to reach the possible electricity and
heat demand points. (a) SP from EDS and AB (without CHP). (b) EDS
and CHP (without AB). (c) Interpretation of the case without AB.
(d) All components, with no wasted heat.
technical minimum (P(CHP), H (CHP)) and the full output
(P(CHP), H (CHP)). The AB has an admissible range from
zero to H (AB). For the EDS, the limits are given by the
apparent power that can be taken from or injected into the
EDS; the active power limits (P(EDS), P(EDS)) considered
in this example correspond to the minimum and maxi-
mum active power determined for a given reactive power.
In principle, the limits for the electricity taken from the
EDS or injected into the EDS may be asymmetrical, because
of grid congestion constraints in the supply network, volt-
age control actions, or rules imposed to limit the reverse
power flows.
The feasibility regions drawn to serve active power and
heat demands are obtained by using the Minkowski sums
of the individual regions of operation of the components
(see Fig. 19). The portion of the region BEDS ⊕ BAB with
positive active power [see Fig. 19(a)] corresponds to the
separate production (SP) of electricity (taken from the
EDS) and heat (from the AB), without using the CHP.
The part of the region BEDS ⊕ BAB with negative active
power may be reached in general in the presence of active
demand (i.e., with local electricity generation) at the user’s
side.
If the AB is off, the capability region BEDS ⊕ BCHP
is shown in Fig. 19(b); the lower area corresponds to
the points reachable only by assuming that part of the
produced heat may be wasted off to the ambient. For the
graphical construction of this capability region, the CHP
diagram is “moved” with respect to the EDS region BEDS
from the lower to the upper value [Fig. 19(c) shows the
limit cases for the lower and upper P limits, as well
as an intermediate situation; this “moving CHP diagram”
concept is also used below for further intuitive interpre-
tations]. Finally, the capability region BEDS ⊕ BAB ⊕ BCHP
with all components is drawn in Fig. 19(d) if no wasted
heat is allowed. It can be noticed that there is an area
reachable only when the CHP is off. If the CHP is on and
waste heat is allowed, the area indicated in Fig. 19(c) is
partially superposed with the CHP-off area.
A. Flexibility for Fixed Demand
The feasibility region BEDS ⊕ BAB ⊕ BCHP corresponds
to all the multienergy demand points reachable by using
the available components in the MES. In order to assess
flexibility, it is important to refer to a given OP (with
subscript 0). Fig. 20 shows an exemplificative situation
with passive demand (i.e., P(d) ≥ 0 and H (d) ≥ 0).
The electricity demand is assigned to P(d)0 = 400 kWe
(average active power in a given time interval) and the
thermal demand is H (d)0 = 600 kWT (average heat rate
in a given time interval). The point (P(d)0 , H
(d)
0 ) cannot
be reached from SP, so that all components are needed.
Let us consider the “moving CHP diagram” to explain the
possible operating conditions in the reference situation
shown in Fig. 20(a). The CHP region has to include the
demand point. The CHP electrical and thermal generation
values are determined from the CHP diagram (P(CHP)0 =
150 kWe, H (CHP)0 = 225 kWT ). The EDS and AB con-
tributions (P(EDS)0 = 250 kWe, H (AB)0 = 375 kWT ) are
then determined in a complementary way, with the visual
representation indicated in Fig. 20.
In order to assess feasibility, the range of variation of
the operational conditions can be found by moving the
CHP diagram in such a way that all the points located
on the CHP characteristic, from the technical minimum to
the full output, pass from the point (P(d)0 , H
(d)
0 ). With the
Fig. 20. Flexibility region starting from a given electricity and
heat demand. (a) Reference case for the usage of the CHP.
(b) Maximum reduction in the average power taken from the EDS.
(c) Maximum increase of the average power taken from the EDS.
(d) Upward and downward flexibility.
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Fig. 21. Flexibility region with ranges of curtailable demand and
demand increase. (a) Accepted electrical demand reduction.
(b) Accepted electrical demand increase. (c) Upward and downward
flexibility.
reduction in the electricity input from the EDS, the limit
situation (with subscript 1) occurs when the CHP operates
at full output, as shown in Fig. 20(b). The CHP electrical
and thermal generation values (P(CHP)1 = 200 kWe and
H (CHP)1 = 300 kWT ) are again determined from the CHP
diagram. Correspondingly, P(EDS)1 = 200 kWe and H (AB)1 =
300 kWT . The maximum reduction in the active power
input is P(EDS)0 − P(EDS)1 = 50 kWe. Conversely, if it is
needed to increase the electricity input from the EDS,
the limit situation (with subscript 2) occurs when the
CHP operates at its technical minimum output, as shown
in Fig. 20(c). The values for the CHP are P(CHP)2 = 100 kWe
and H (CHP)2 = 150 kWT , corresponding to P(EDS)2 =
300 kWe and H (AB)2 = 450 kWT . The maximum increase
of the active power input is P(EDS)2 − P(EDS)0 = 50 kWe.
The above-determined conditions are represented in
a graph [see Fig. 20(d)] that represents the maximum
upward and downward flexibility that can be obtained
by changing the way to supply the fixed electricity and
heat demand, without considering intertemporal or other
constraints. In particular, in this example, these changes
are due to the variation of the OP of the CHP, which corre-
spondingly determines the contributions from the EDS and
the AB. In summary, the maximum flexibility region Φ is
represented as the union Φ = Φ(+) ⋃Φ(−) of the region
Φ(+) with a reduction in the active power taken from the
EDS and Φ(−) with an increase in the active power taken
from the EDS.
B. Flexibility With Curtailable Demand or
Demand Increase
Let us now consider the possibility to change the elec-
trical demand, by keeping the heat demand unchanged,
for example, to maintain the same level of comfort for
the users. If the demand is curtailed, Fig. 21(a) shows
the limit case in which the demand is reduced to zero.
In this case, the CHP can be exploited by sending its max-
imum electrical output (200 kWe) to the EDS. Therefore,
the average electric power taken from the EDS changes
from 250 kWe in the reference case to −200 kWe, with a
difference of 450 kWe that corresponds to the maximum
downward flexibility. On the other side, Fig. 21(b) shows
the limit case in which the average power of the user
reaches the maximum feasible value (600 kWe) which is
consistent with the maximum average power taken from
the EDS (500 kWe) and with the exploitation of the CHP
at its minimum output. The maximum upward flexibility,
determined as the EDS input increase with respect to
the reference case, is 250 kWe, and it is conventionally
represented with a negative sign [see Fig. 21(c)].
C. Flexibility for Fixed Demand With Dynamic and
Grid-Dependent Limits
The abovementioned feasibility conditions refer to the
fact that all the points belonging to the CHP characteristic
may be reached at any time. However, in practice, this
could not always happen. The presence of limitations to
reach the entire region Φ determines the flexibility of the
MES operation. Two cases are addressed in the follow-
ing, for time-dependent and grid-dependent limitations,
respectively.
1) Time-Dependent (Dynamic) Flexibility Limits: Consid-
ering the evolution of the MES variables during a spe-
cific time, with the assessment of the MES operation
carried out at successive time steps of duration t ,
the possibility of reaching a given CHP OP depends
on the CHP OP at the previous time step, and on
the effect of ramp-rate constraints or CHP start-up
(in the limit case, the CHP could have been in the
off state at the previous time step). Fig. 22 shows
Fig. 22. Dynamic flexibility region reduced by time-dependent
limits. (a) Reference case for the usage of the CHP. (b) Maximum
reduction in the average power taken from the EDS. (c) Maximum
increase of the average power taken from the EDS. (d) Upward and
downward dynamic flexibility.
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Fig. 23. Flexibility region reduced by grid-dependent limits
(no reverse power flow).
an indicative example of CHP characteristics limited
by operational intertemporal constraints, in which
the shrinking of the flexibility region depends on the
ramp-rate constraints or the CHP start-up. The thick
line on the CHP characteristic indicates the reduced
range of CHP operation, while the thin line is reported
to show the remaining unused part of the CHP full
range of operation considered at a steady state. The
limit conditions for the CHP operation are given in the
example by using only 50% of the operational range.
The flexibility ranges are determined by applying the
same approach shown in Fig. 20.
2) Grid-Dependent Flexibility Limits: A limit is imposed on
the grid, for example, to avoid the presence of reverse
power flow to the grid in the case with curtailable
demand. Fig. 23 shows the difference with respect
to Fig. 21 when the CHP is used (at its minimum
output). The average power taken from the EDS is
null so that the downward flexibility is 250 kWe.
D. Indicative Examples of Profitability Mapping
Onto the Flexibility Region
Fig. 24 shows two indicative examples of mapping the
extra costs (thick lines) and possible reward plans (differ-
ent cases represented with dashed lines and labeled from
A to F for upward flexibility, and from A’ to F’ for down-
ward flexibility) for changing the OP to provide flexibility
services. The extra costs are represented in stepwise form,
with steps at ±10 and ±30 kWe. In Fig. 24(a), it is assumed
that the initial OP is cost-optimal so that any change results
in positive extra costs. Conversely, in Fig. 24(b), the initial
point is not cost-optimal, so that better conditions with
economic savings could occur even when providing some
downward flexibility. For example, in the downward flexi-
bility case with the reward plan B’, the MPER (as defined
in [14]) occurs for 30 kWe in Fig. 24(a), and 50 kWe
in Fig. 24(b). If the reward becomes sufficiently high
(e.g., for the reward plans F and F’), maximum flexibil-
ity (called electricity shifting potential in [21]) can be
achieved in a convenient manner. However, for relatively
low rewards [e.g., with the reward plan A for upward
Fig. 24. Mapping of the extra costs (thick lines) and rewards
(dashed lines) for changing the OP to provide flexibility services.
(a) Initial optimal point. (b) Initial nonoptimal point.
flexibility in Fig. 24(b)], no upward flexibility provision is
convenient.
VII. C O N C L U D I N G R E M A R K S
This article has shown that MES have an impressive poten-
tial to enhance flexibility with respect to what may be
obtained in an electricity-only system. The connection of
multiple MES within a DMES provides further opportu-
nities to consider flexibility in a system-wide way. The
DMES concept is scalable, considering different levels of
MES aggregation (district-based, city-based, or regional)
with the corresponding multienergy grid infrastructures
that interconnect the individual systems. It has been shown
that the presence of network constraints can affect the
exploitable flexibility, because some energy flows become
limited. Furthermore, the presence of intertemporal con-
straints, depending on ON/OFF switching and ramp-rates,
introduces the notion of dynamic flexibility and further
shrinks the size of the flexibility region around a given OP.
Nevertheless, from the technical point of view, the exploita-
tion of DMES to provide flexibility is a high-value asset.
From the practical point of view, all the components
needed to implement the DMES concept do exist, and
in particular, storage and conversion systems have been
improved in recent years. Also from the modeling point of
view, this article has highlighted the mathematical frame-
work that can be used to evaluate the potential flexibility
of DMES. In particular, the concept of multienergy node
has been introduced by extending the general formulation
of the power node used to assess the electrical flexibil-
ity to encompass the MES modeling framework typically
described in the energy hub formulation. Furthermore,
the representation of the flexibility can be effectively visu-
alized through the application of feasibility and flexibility
maps constructed by exploiting the Minkowski summation
principle.
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Further considerations concern the practical implemen-
tation of DMES to provide flexibility. The implementation
of the DMES concept needs the presence of multienergy
infrastructures already installed. In countries with limited
infrastructure, the DMES concept can be applied to local
energy systems, which are not interconnected to a national
infrastructure. In this case, the exploitation of the renew-
able energy potential through DMES, together with the
presence of electricity and heat (and in the case of hydro-
gen), can be the basis for a self-sustained energy system.
The proposed modeling framework based on multi-
energy node can be adopted to assess the development
of more and increasingly important flexibility options and
use cases relevant to DMES. For example, cities are the
natural places where the DMES concept can be applied.
However, in cities, different companies often operate dif-
ferent infrastructures, and the share of the infrastructure
knowledge as well as their combined operation could be
difficult. Even in the presence of the same multiutility,
the combined and optimal operation of the system may
result in a difficulty due to the absence of adequate mature
tools for the combined planning and operation, whereas
the existing methodologies are still at the research stage.
In particular, if random variables are involved, or intro-
duced, for example, by the uncertainty in energy demand
or local generation (e.g., from RES) within the DMES, flexi-
bility assessment needs to resort to a stochastic framework.
In this respect, DMES stochastic flexibility is an important
open research topic.
The exploitation of flexibility from DMES is also
appropriate for the decarbonization of the energy sector.
However, to make DMES more effective, there is a need
for updated regulatory provisions that cover the DMES
operation. While renewable energy is well defined on the
electrical side, today, the lack of accurate definition of the
meaning of renewable gas and renewable heat represents
an obstacle to the real implementation of some energy
conversion systems needed for DMES applications. Even
after issuing proper definitions, the policies to promote the
use of renewable gas and renewable heat would require at
least an incentive scheme for covering the additional costs
existing for their production.
Considering the abovementioned aspects and despite
some existing limitations, DMES is a quite promising
framework: the proper exploitation of its potential needs
a strict collaboration between sectors, with strong inter-
disciplinary working groups properly addressing not only
the typical problems of each domain but also the chal-
lenges coming from the interactions among the different
domains.
A P P E N D I X
E F F I C I E N C Y M AT R I C E S F O R S O M E
M E S C O M P O N E N T S
For the CHP with electrical efficiency ηCHPe and thermal
efficiency ηCHPh
⎡
⎣
0
PCHPo
HCHPo
⎤
⎦ =
⎡
⎣
0 0 0
ηCHPe 0 0
ηCHPh 0 0
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣
FCHPi
0
0
⎤
⎦ ⇔ vCHPo
= HCHPvCHPi .
For the AB with thermal efficiency ηABh
⎡
⎣
0
0
HABo
⎤
⎦ =
⎡
⎣
0 0 0
0 0 0
ηABh 0 0
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣
FABi
0
0
⎤
⎦ ⇔ vABo
= HABvABi .
For the EHP operating in heat output mode, with Coeffi-
cient of Performance COPEHP
⎡
⎣
0
0
HEHPo
⎤
⎦ =
⎡
⎣
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 COPEHP 0
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣
0
PEHPi
0
⎤
⎦ ⇔ vEHPo
= HEHPvEHPi .
For the P2G with the efficiency ηP2Gf of the com-
plete chain that includes the electrolyzer the methanation
system
⎡
⎣
FP2Go
0
0
⎤
⎦ =
⎡
⎢
⎣
0 ηP2Gf 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
⎤
⎥
⎦
⎡
⎣
0
PP2Gi
0
⎤
⎦ ⇔ vP2Go
= HP2GvP2Gi .
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